CAST OF CHARACTERS

REGGIE WATSON, four years old, new student at highly selective preschool, got in on a waiting list. Nervous about trying to fit in and determined to do everything possible to secure his position in preschool.

SUSAN CRAWFORD, disciplined, focused, concentrated on her future and getting the most out of the preschool experience. Four years old.

AIDEN SAMUELS, acts confident and experienced. Six years old, was held back two years. In denial about his emotional problems. Constantly helping his brother Frankie.

FRANKIE SAMUELS, four years old, Aiden’s brother. Hyperactive, impressionable, goofy kid. Greatly looks up to Aiden. It is preferable for Frankie to be male, but it is possible for the character to be female if casting needs require it.

ZIVA COLLINS, creepy, antisocial, almost cryptic recluse of a girl. Four years old. Often sits in corner alone.

MS. PATTERSON, sing-songy yet tough preschool teacher. Expects only the best from her "scholars." She may be a live offstage actress or just a recorded voice.

SETTING

A classroom at The Exceptional Childhood Center. Present.
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